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f saw a advertisement for a community college that read "U can apply 4
subway.
fi nanc1·a1 a.t·d" • Would've taken a picture but it was NYC/crowded
bb · d Oh
Plenty of room on the ad- to spell out the words but they a reVlate ·
,
community colleges....
. ,
N 5
Melissa K., "Tweets forTwtts post o.
1his artide is clever, well:written, and 100% true. Though I have no idea how
to pronounce the author's last name, I hope to se~it again in AMP. Good stuff.
jackson, "Chairnoble" post No. 1

Very tough call for me. I see the Connect2 guys around a lot more and know
them better. But if running a .campaign is anything like running the Student
Government then I would have to vote for Student Allies hands down.
I get Connect2 wanting to keep it small and take it easy but this is. where
the meat of your leadership really shows. Grace and Dina are working with
a huge ticket right now ·and being super effective and putting out so inuch
publicity that it is bordering on annoying. But if they take SG as seriously as
they take getting elected then I know they will do great .
I endorse AMP's endorsement!
Megan Holcomb, "A Modest Endorsement" post No. 1

I just want to point out the obvious bias in the smo~thic se~tion of this
article. You say Sharkey spent more time on the smoothie quesnon than the
other three candidates combined, yet gave her less space than any of them, and
wasted the first line of her response to boot, telling us how long she spent on .
·
d .d
•·
the question.
th'
If AMP truly wanted students to know about our can 1 ates smoo 1e
preferences, you could have done so in a way that would better reflect the true
answers and motivations.
,
I am disappointed in you AMP.
Smoothie King, "A Modest Endorsement post No.7

Are you going to write a comparative review of the best cigars to light with a

100 dollar bill next month?

jackson, "War for the Poor" post No. 3

A Modest Proposa!T-Shirts!

I was under tl1e impression A Modest Proposal wasn't in the business of
running public service announcements for student organizations.
Agreed with Apathetic. You guys do this at least once a year, seemingly when
there is _nothing else of importance to write about.
sears roebuck, "Apathetics Anonymous" post No. 5

A Modest Proposal has undeniably

Front

awesome t-shirts. One could be
yours today. All contributors are
entitled to one free t-shirt. Anyone
may purchase at-shirt for $10 (but
why pay when you can contribute?).
Email us for purchase information
at amodcstproposal@gmail.com

@sears roebuck:
·
b
1
The paper has a finite size, if you want to ~ee less ar~icles w:ttten y peop e
advertising their organizations, write somethmg m~rc m_tcresnng and ~et
them bumped. This article is a tad trite, but at least It offers an altcmattve to
"
.
,
N 6
the problem it observes.
blarg the barb;uian, Apathencs Anonymous post o.
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About A Modest Proposal
Opinion Publication: .AMP exists to amplify your voice.
AMP does not assign topics or discriminate on the basi·s of
the _opinion expressed.

Want to get involved!

No Staff: Any student, faculty, or alumnus may contribute.
Contributors can be as casual or as dedicated with involvement as they please.

Upcoming AMP dates:

Equal Standing: In submissions to AMP. every contributor
speaks as an individual, even editors.

StorfMeetings:Apri/7 & 8) 9 P.M MC 3.612
Articles Due:Apri/15, Midnight.
Production Weekend:Apri/23-25 MC 3.612
Caption Contest Entries Due: April 24
Subscribe at amp.utdallas.edu/subscribe to
receive ~eeting reminders via email .
Calendar ofall events available
at amp.utdallas.edu/calendar

<

Institutional Voice: .AMP can take a staod on issues as an
institution. Only articles signed by all current editors and expressly labeled institutional opinion. are institutional opinions.

'

Contact Us:
A Modest Proposal (MC 3.612)
amp.utdallas.edu
amodestproposal@gmail.com
Twitter: AMPatUTD
Google Group: AModestProposal
214-AMP-UTDO (214-267-8830)
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Administrative barriers precipitatefederal andjinqncial plights for students
tax returns, so in August of 2009 when some students
Deputy Director of Financial Aid Beth Tolan, re·
received more loan money than they had previously re- sponding to the same inquiries, stated tfl.at the new
ceived, they attributed the difference to federal or insti- system had protutional changes.
ces~ed
loans
According to the students, the overawards occurred before scholarby megan newman
because their scholarships were not applied in the commnewma8@gffiail.com
puter system before their loan money was calculated
It is difficult to say who was at fault for the overIf you've been reading the [students] emails in the past awardll. Vice President for Communications Susan
year, you might have been concerned about emails relat- Rogers issued a statement on October 23, 2009
ing some serious mistakes involving ·studen~' financial claiming, "Both the Financial Aid and the
aid. Last semester, it alarmed me to read that i 57 gradu- Bursar's 9ffices ha~e been in the process of
ate students had been over-awarded loans in amounts converting to a new data man·
ranging from S27 to $6,400 and were forced to pay them agement system this year, and
these mistakes were' a regretback (sometimes long after they were awarded).
On paper in cold financial terms, this mistake may table byproduct of a masnot seem traumatic or serious enough to merit an ar- sive system change which
ticle. But during the past year I have overheard multiple has been, for the most part,
horror stories from students whose financial aid arrived highly successful."
· When questioned
well after it was promised, expected, and needed. Those
errors caused me grave concern, and I felt compelled. to about the problems with overinvestigate them further.
The of over-awards and delayed financial aid gave me awards
and
the impression that either the Bursar's Office (BO), the . delayed scholFinancial Aid Office (FAO), or both, were downright in- arship payments,
competent. I don't think I was alone in that impression Director of Fi- it seems that each semester; without fail, graduates nancial Services
and undergrad4ates alike struggle to get the proper pay- at the Bursar's
ments owed them.
Office Cheryl
But as 1 delved into this issue, 1 uncovered stories Friesenhahn
about efficient employ.ees who actively and quickly responded that
worked with students to remedy glitches or mistakes. the office "had not
The problems seem to stem from two root causes, not experienced any probincompetence: the sheer bureaucracy of coordination of lems with conversion"
among departments and across multiple data systems between the. Legacy
and a lack of commuriication and proactive efforts to and Orion applications regarding
solve problems.
Cues to those root causes appeared as I spoke to sev- over-awards.
eral graduate students and TA.'s (who asked to remain
anonymous) within the school of EPPS about their experiences with those over-awards.
Those students - and others - were supposed to
receive scholarships that would cover their tuition on the
basis of their T.A. work. To allow the federal government to give loan packages based on accurate estimates
of the cost of living, the scholarships had to be applied to
their financial aid accounts first so the remaining balance
could be used in federal calculations. The federal loans
would then be withdrawn by the students.
Dealing with bureaucracy is just about as difficult as navigating a room designed by MC Escher. Illustrations by lewis chang
That procedure is readjusted every year according to
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ships had been applied. She says that "this type of timing is something that may occur at many schools in any

tice, and in two months for students to have spent their
over-awarded loan money.
pen award year." and that since then the FAO has "deSuch strains were repeated this semester for many
veloped a system to delay a refund from being issued in frustrated graduates and undergraduates. When I asked
these situations long enough for us to properly adjust Beth Tolan with the BO what caused the problem in
scholarship awarding delays this semester, the response
zid, if needed."
Since these responses were offered by email to writ- was: ''I Qm not aware of a systemic delay of scholarship
ten questions, it's possible that there was some confusion awarding for this semester."
about my question; however, I believe these contradictoAlthough I don't know the number of students afry responses are indicative of a larger problem - namely, fected, one EPPS graduate student and T.A. informed
communication.
me about long tines at the BO regarding this delay situaIn fact, communication was the main concern of tion. A Bursar employee was walking the lines asking for
most graduates 1 spoke to about the situation. They indi- people with problems with Orion or scholarship delays.
cated that communication seemed insufficient between That student was not the only one, on just that day and
·
the FAO, the BO, and their respective departments time, to come forward for help. ·
Unfortunately, the stories of multiple graduates inregarding the implementation of the new system and
their scholarship awards. When approaching their de- volved in this issue indicated that, upon being notified·
partments or the FAO about the over-award by the problem, every office asked the student to talk to
problem, students faced miscommunica- a different office, acting as if it were not its fault. \~ith a
tion, misinformation, or the "it's not my problem of this magnitude, each office should have been
problem, it's yours" attitude. They ex- double-checking their work and proactively calling other
pressed frustration about remain- departments to communicate and try to fix the issue, on
ing uninformed of the problem the chance that the problem was larger than one stuuntil October. The semester dent and for the welfare of that one student. It's common
started August 20, 2009, so courtesy and good job performance.
why scholarships had not yet
When asked, administrators at the BO and the FAO
been applied as of October indicated that they regularly communicate with the oth23 escapes me.
er o.ffices to try to anticipate and fix problems. In the case
If it was a system glitch, of the BO, I learned from multiple studeQts that it was
that's an awfully long time extremely difficult to get in touch with someone who
for the offices not to no- could help them or knew enough about the system to
understand their problem.
However, once they got in touch with the right people, the BO almost immediately did whatever they could
to alleviate the problem.
These stories give me the impression that the offices
involved with financial aid do have employees who are
proactive, efficient, and who care about the welfare of
students. But the prevailing attitude seems to be that
when students have financial issues, employees of each
office deny responsibility and force the student, who has
far less knowledge about the system, to remedy them.
That is unacceptable, especially when students are living month to month on their loan budgets and the stress
involved, as one graduate student and T.A. expressed,
can strain marriages, careers, and personal and academic
projects.
So far, the issues J have discussed have created temporary, if extremely frustrating and unnecessary problems
for graduates and undergraduates. Sarah Strathearn, a
se!Lior Canadian political science major, was almost unable to graduate this year because of an error by the International Student Services Office (JSSO).
Strathearn turned 21I last fall; therefore, she had to
transfer from her parent's visa, which allowed her to reside in the U.S., to an Fl status. The ISSO had to supply
her with an 1- 20 form to complete that status change, to
prove to the federal government that she was in school at
UTD and could remain in the country on that basis.
In fillin~out the I -20 upon Stratheam's request in
October, the I SSO dated the form for the Spring 2010
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semester, as was their policy. Strathearn's Fl was denied
and she found out in December that she was illegally
residing in the country due in part to the dating of the
I-20 by ISSO.
Since there was a 30 day gap between when she aged
off her parents' visa (October 2009) and when the form
said she was attending UTD (spring 2010), federal law
said she could not obtain an Fl .This meant that she had
to leave the country immediately.
Strathearn was beside herself. She would be unable to
graduate when she only had one semester remaining, would
be unable to apply for law school in the U.S., and would have
to leave her family home in Dallas to return to Canada.
Luckily, her family had a lawyer working on the situation who was able to figur<: out the problem, get the
ISSO to send a letter to the federal government indicating their mistake, and Strathearn was able to stay
in the U.S. and take classes this semester to graduate.
Strathearn said that without a lawyer, she wouldn't have
known how to handle the situation, and that even with
her lawyer if she had been caught in the U.S. between
December and when the proper paperwork was filed, she
could ha,·e bee11 deported.
Disturbingly, when Strathearn went to the ISSO to
ask for a letter (as per the request of her Lawyer) to fix
the situation, she was told that the policy of dating I-20s
for the following semester was known to be against the
law by that office but was not changed because the hiw
had never been enforced. According to Strathearn, she
was also told that a lot of other students from UTD had
been faced with Fl denial due tO IS SO's dating policy.
Wait, what? The ISSO knew its policy was in violation of a law, and that the consequences could be deportation and the interruption of education for immigrant
students, and they didn't just change the policy?
When I asked Director oflnternational Student Services Cristen Casey about these problems and whether
they had been changed, she indicated that she could re- ·
call "an example in recent history" that fit my description. Casey said that the Department of Homeland Security "does not provide comprehensive instructions on
how universities should issue l -20s for Change of Status
to FL .. Often, [theyJ will change procedures without
official notification to universities. We are notifieawhen
petitioners see the downstream effects," and that due to
the recent example, ISSO has changed its policy to reflect the new interpretation for I- 20 dates.
This information somewhat contradicts Strathearn's
account - either she was given misinformation at the
time of her meeting with the I SSO, or there were other
students involved and the ISSO did not change its policy
after the first problems occurred. Either way, I applaud
the ISSO for char1ging their policy. but the lSSO must
adopt more proactive approaches to ensure that these
sorts of regulations don't throw students' lives into utter
chaos in the future. •

When Megan becomes a judge,
she'll use her powers onlyfor good.
Discuss this article at amp.utdllDas.edu!
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RADIO HEAD
Featuring Muse and the Flaming· Lips
Furthermore, the money that would be spent on them age SUAAB event we planned this year landed around
WOI.!Id be money taken away from other events. 1he $5-$10 per student, that cost is unjustifiably high.
$120,000 we could spend on one big performer could
otherwise be spent on eight different events the same Audience
To )e blunt, the student population at UT Dallas
size and scale as the homecoming dance. Until the
by nick hinojosa
is
entirely
too diverse for SUABB to find a performer
of
our
school
(and
our
student
fees
revenue)
insize
nick.hinojosa@m,dcnt.utdallas.cdu
creases, we will be unable to afford any performer on that would be able to put on an excellent large-scale
that scale.
·show, be wit~in the price constraint, and please a large
As the President of the Student Union Activities
enough group to warrant. the cost. .Even if a venue
and Advisory Board (SUAAB), r get a lot of queswere completely filled, the number of students left out
School Size
tions. Where are the·Galaxy Rooms? Is there free
UT Dallas has a population of about 15,000 stu~ by the performer selection would contradict some of
food? When does the thing start tonight? I have nev- dents. Of those, 6,000 are graduate students, who the ideology of SUAAB.
er encountered a question that inspired me to write have a much lower likelihood of attending crowded
The more-than-$100 value that each student woUld
an AMP article until this one: ''Why doesn't SUAAB large-scale events. Of the remaining 9,000 students, "receive" from attending the event would effectively
bring BIG performers to UT Dallas?" That's an in· 2,000 are estimated to be part-time or non-traditional be $1 00 that each ~tudent who didn't attend would
tcrcsting question. Students hear about schools like students, many of whom are also much less likely to get no benefit from. With small events, the cost of
SM U bringing Conan O'Brian or TCU bringing Ja- attend a large-scale eve.nr because of their other life non-attendance isn't a big issue, but with large events, .
son Mra-t, and they ask why UT Dallas doesn't do the commitme~ts. Out of the total UT Dall~ population, the increased cost combined with the reduction in the
same. The short answer to the question: It just isn't less than half (approximately 7,000) could be reason- number of events is a wrong against the student body.
the right rime yet.
ably considered to be a target audience for an event.
Every student who pays into student fees deserves at
Furthermore, when planning an event, one always least the opportunity to take a share.
has to consider what the "pull" behind an event is. The
Cost
SUAAB believes in providing excellent quality
The events that SUAAB throws can be extremely pull behind a recognizable performer is almost com- events that target all demographics equally, and pick~:
.. : d)(pem;ive. The homecoming dance cost approximate- pletely based on that performer's existing fan-base. ing good performers who are universally likeable arid
.and was the single most expensive event Even when performers are considered popular in their affordable is part of that. U ntil the day when we.h_ave:
"" ; hosted l,>.y StJAAB. Some of the nation's most popi.tlar genre, there still might not be· enough fans to fill a the ability to throw enough smaller events to balance i'
~ performers charge ten to twenty times that for just venue when the pool of pot~ntial audience members large event, it wouldn't be right to throw a arg·;e-sc..a.l~; ,,f,:li~;l
. ' one: performanee. Renting sound equipment, is as small as 7,000.
event.
hiring security, and paying for extraneous ex- ·
Let's take The Foo Fighters as an example and asSUABB would love to throw a big show, and
· penses such as fencing and staging can sume that they are generally liked enough for 40o/o of advisors, Jonathan ~hite and Tineil Lewis, ha,le'l>airl!.'.''E'·'';'hl
cost upwards of $20,000 on top of any population to make .the effort to at~d an event. helping and teaching us how to direct the
that.
Of our 7,000 potential attendees, only about 2,800 tion in preparation for when we can. .
· No coordinating board at would then be estimated to attend. That certainly brought 1he Comedians of Comedy's.
a school our size has a seems to be quite a lot of people, but the system that and this year we are bringing La# ·t;,o.mrc,'.tJ
·. budgetlargeenough SUAAB typically uses to review an 'event indicates Ralphie May to UT
those events is taking
to· afford such otherwise.
After each event, we take the amount ofmoney spent Radiohead featur~g.
(in this case, approximately $290,000) and then divide
that amount by howev~r many people attended to determ in~ the amount of money spent per student. The
calculation would come out to be a little more than
· S lOOpcr·~dentJn)ightofthefact rhattheav~r- '
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Pipe Down
A call to students venting like the on-campus geyser·
Every day as I passed the Conference Center on my
way to class, my irritation bubbled along with Old Faithful. Why hasn't this been fixed yet? I would think. Is the
administration that lazy? My frustration built and built,
untiL it drove me to find the answer. I soon found out
by caroline lee
that the complexity of the steam pipe issue went beyond
caroline.lee.21@gmail.com.
laziness.
In a very enlightening interview, Kelly Kinnard, diLike many students at UTD, I have a love-hate rela- r~ctor of the Physical Plant Services (a branch of Fati[nshipwith "Old Faithful,"the broken steam pipe near cilities Management) explained the underlying problems
the Conference Center that constantly billows out fog surrounding the broken steam pipe. The main purpose of
IIlli bubbles like a Jacuzzi. On one han~, Old Faithful is the steam pipes around campus is to provide much needcl!arming and as admirably persistent as The Little En- ed heat to buildings during the frigid Dallas winter.
The problematic Old Faithful steam pipe founcf its
gine That Could. On the other, it's an eyesore that raised
place at UTD in 1973 and was supposed to have a lifesdoubts in my mind about the efficiency ofUTD.
• pan of about 30 to 35 years. Ironically, Old Faithful lived
up to its name: It worked well for a surprising 37 years.
Nevertheless, the pipe, which runs from the power plant
near the Residence Hall all the way down to the Conference Center, has begun to leak in several places (One of
those leaks is the source of the nearly constant bubbling
and fog near the Conference Center). The entire steam
pipe now needs to be replaced.
UTD has been aware of the steam pipe leaks for many
months, bl..lt the pipe's replacement was put on hold. So,
what's the story behind the delay? In Kinnard's words,
the replacement steam. pipe "is not something you can
just run down to Home Depot and get." Having even
a small area of steam pipe replaced can cost well over a
million dollars, and to completely replace the pipe will
take an arduous four to five months. However, money
and time aren't the only issues at stake.
To replace the broken steam pipe, the steam - the
heat source for the CBW area and Hoblitzelle Hall would have to be cut off. Just imagine UTD classrooms
during the merciless wfnter without heat: Students
huddled together for body heat like penguins, professors
that can hardly be heard over the chattering of teeth, a
perpetual longing for warmth. No proper learning what1 soever would take place.
So, for the broken steam pipe, as with much of the
construction around campus, weather has caused inescapable delays. Unfortunately, it is likely for there to be
more delays in the future, and no one knows for sure
when Old Faithful will be completely replaced. One
thing is for sure, though: Work on the broken steam
pipe will go well into the Fall 2010 se~ester (Though
the iconic fogging and bubbling may stop before that).
As long as Old Faithful remains, we'll just have to
learn to embrace it. Perhaps there's a silver lining to the
I lnfographic by david huddlesi:un ' "'
clouds billowing out of Old Faithful. After onlv a few

·------------- --

ii.

As long as Old FaithfUl

remains, we'll just have to ·learn
to embrace it.

''

months since it began to bubble and fog, Old Faithful is
already considered .by many" students to be an unofficial
UTD tradition. If you take a picture in front of it, you
may even have success after graduation.
As experience shows, it's easy to blame, to doubt, to
let negative thoughts fester like a vile fungus. We all have
them tucked away in the dark recesses of our minds; it
can't be helped: The administration, or "the man", is especially easy to distrust; For hundreds of years, administrations have been the faceless target for blame whenever
shit hits the fan; this distrust has grown into an inherent
bias toward governing bodies that is especially ingrained
into our generation.
However, instead of quietly brooding and blaming
others, people, especially students, should turn their desire to blame into a fuel for change. Whether trying to
fix the pr~blem or spread their informed ideas, people
can't remain confined to themselves.
In less abstract terms, that means students should
stop grumbling about the administration as they pass
by construction without trying to understand the whole
story. At the core of every issue, as I found out with Old
Faith.fi.!l, there are complexities, subtle nuances that can
be easily overlooked by bias and unwary or uncaring
eyes. Bias can be just as inhibitory to sight as the fog
Old Faithful belches out.
Our generation faces some of the greatest challenges
ever known. Now is not the time to let our blame and
bias blind us; this is the time to have an open mind and
an open heart about issues as small as Old-Faithful and
issues as vital as an understandable hatred of old people's
power over the political process. As concerned students,
we should be complaining about the issues, but we must
be informed; otherwise, we'll just be mindlessly bitching
and pinning the blame on a scapegoat.
Author's note: If a misfortune of terrible magnitude
befalls you (like being chased by a bear or Cecil Green's
head), you have the right to blame/curse whoever you
want. •

Caroline is clearly just trying to use Old Faithful
to cover up the location ifher secret lair.

Discuss tliis article at amfJ.utdallas.edu!
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UT Dallas's language programs require some TLC

by kenny gray
keg062000@utdallas.edu

wouldn't be formed for three years. Since the model's
even distribution doesn't reflect actual language enrollment, only one language, perhaps two, would be ready to
add another class section, but the rest would remain unable to expand.lt would also remain difficult to offer new
languages and to offer the introductory courses every semester instead ofjus.t in the Fall. For an ultimate Cu.re to
enrollment problems, the university must take aggressive
action to establish a sustained base of students who take
language courses. Only that will develop the critical mass
of language enrollment necessary for expansive growth.
UTD should adopt the following proposals.
Providing Incentives to Take Language C lasses

Find a way to irzcrease the number and/orfrequency oj
ginning language classes. Since only Spanish and Chir
offer introductory courses in the Spring, it's too difficul
many degree plans to provide for extended language e
cation - missing a course one semester means waitir.
year to continue.

Use technology to bridge the gap caused by infrequent'
offerings. CV currendy acquires Rosetta Stone liceo
for students. Creating a general university program (1

The purpose of the first "SPEAK" article (November
2008) was to develop awareness of UTD's foreign lannecessarily for Rosetta Stone) would allow motivm
students who couldn't get into language courses one •
guage program and try to expand the srudent movement
to solve its problems. Students have definitely been takmester to keep up enough to register for the next l
ing initiative to improve the language program: Japanese
of class the next.
~
students have gained Intermediate and Advanced courses
Expand the core curriculum rules so that upper-levellarzlmplemmt and o.ffir Second Lift language classes within
and a possible minor by petition; Student Government guage courses satisfY the H~manities core. Texas law specifi- next year. Second Life, an online, avatar-based social
has pursued several initiatives, the most important of cally provides for those changes to the core curriculum, is being investigated for educational use by many unlv~
which guaranteed fUnding for under-enrolled language which would make it far easier for majors with strict course ties, including UID. Its Sims-esque flexibility and spatial
classes; '<lnd a student has written to advocate for a lan- requirements to find room for language in their schedules. accurate voice chat functionality would make class the ~
guage lab. This time the main goal is to challenge the
Develop foil minors for roery language immediately, roen intuitive, more structured, and less invasive equivalent of1ll
UTD administration to act: Now is the time for proactive creating course numbersfor unoffered classes.UTD already has eo conferencing. A problem section or scheduled on-CaJDA
and innovative administrative action to establish a strong several nonexistent courses, but at least these would attract meeting for tests and quizzes combined with Skype for~
base of foreign language-learning students and a univer- students to language courses by allowing them to use study office hours would allow far more courses too be offered
sity culture conducive to foreign language education.
abroad or independent studies to gain paper/resume quali- der the same classroom-space restrictions. The techno! .
needed in the language lab could provide sufficient resourc~
For the past few years, according to Dr. Kratz, Pean fications in exchange for their dedication.
of A&H, the major problem plaguing UTD's foreign lanRemoving Barriers to Foreign Language Education for students who don't have the proper type of computer. ,!
Oife_r video recordings of class as course sections. While til
Create conversation groups as an optional part of roery
guage program has been low enrollment. Since Dean Kratz
finds that UTD students' interest in language typically language class. Such groups give students extra practice logistics of Second Life are figured out, hosting videos
doesn't extend past four semesters, he presented the issue in and allow those who aren't able to take the
class class on eLearning or in the Library's electronic resenl
an interview as a challenge between immediate growth and to maintain or improve
would provide a low-cost way to increase availability It
5- 10 year growth: As UTD grows, demand for language their skills for future
language courses and a degree of schedule flexibility ~
study will increase, and it will become possible to expand classes.
would allow far more students to find time for lan~
the languagc.program more aggressively. His vision is to
learning. With conversation groups and the above te~~~
form a new approach to language education in the meanoffice-hour scheme, stlidents in such classes would not ~
time. By 2015, he would like to have a Language program in
at a significant disadvantage to those in traditional classes1
which students pursue 2-6 credit' hours a semester via selfFocused Advertising and Awareness E fforts
paced study using immersive technology and a campus lanAdd a week offoreign language presentations combin~
guage lab with the help of professors as instructor-guides.
with study abroad presentations to Rhet 1101 curricuiWA
Although Dean Kratz's vision is impressive and reFreshmen presented with the advantages of and uni·
veals that die university is not just being reacversity incentives for studying another language aa
far more likely to plan it into their degrees. Ther
tive, I remain unconvinced that under current
conditions the increase in UTD student numcould also be taught to petition for classes and ar·
bers over five or ten years will resolve UTD's
range independent studies.
problem With low language-class enrollment.
Placeforeign language pamphlets in every advising of
Comparing the ratio of language-course enfice and train ·every advisor a11d internship office to ask ali
rollment to the total student enrollment in
studerzts about and encourage them to study foreign languageJ.
Fall 2008 yields the rough estimate that for
Students, part of the onus for obtaining these
every 1000-student increase in total enrolchanges is on us. Bring your concerns to Studem
ment, UTD gains only 3.52 students for each
Government and participate in its survey/petilanguage offered.
tion campaign on Facebook. •
According to that model, even if the univerKmny's la11guage addiction is slowly consuming his life.
sity raised total enrollment by 1000 every year,
the bare-minimum numbers to justifY adding a
Discuss this article at am{).utdaUas.edu!
A student takes a French class via Second Life. Illustration by lewis chang.
second section of each beginning language class

.
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Courteous Resp_onse
Corporate free sp~ech will not destroy democracy

by taylor brigance
lbrigance@gmail.com

11pparently the sky is falling and no
old me ·about it. "But you don't unmd man! Now corporations can buy
lth.e politicians they want to! They're
1g Ronald McDonald on Mt. Rush11he little guy just can't win anymore!
e over man! GAME OVER!!!" To
1 I reply, "calm down stereotypical
nou don't know what you're talking
!.'Please note, I'm not trying to imply
$sagreement with the recent Citizen's
~'II.FEC decision is uninformed, but
klieve its repercussions and processes
ling completely clistorted. I t doesn't let
~Iart buy the government, it doesn't
1McDonalds to put politicians perma~in their pocket, and it's not going to
to some great cataclysm ofcorporately
sored political campaigns.
Uthough I'll leave the summarization.
~story of Citizen's United to Megan
ban's excellent article in last month's
f, I disagree with both the interpretaof the jurisprudence and the predic(Of the consequences. Even though
Court's decision to judge the cast:: on
~~:e rather than a more narrow ruling is
pnly a judicially active approach, I find
'terpretation of the Fmt Amendment
be an overly expansive one. Leave
'cs at the door for a moment- for the
nment to censor speech, it has to show
dreason, and the fact that the speaker is
ration, even a potentially large one,
pass muster as a legitimate cause.
at exactly is the result of this case
Now advocacy groups, corporate eo~. and unions will be able to make po~ speech aU the way up to election day.
re·the Citizens ruling, even a statement
ecompany website in support ofX, Y,
Z candidates would have been illegal.
vay around that was to fund Political
~on Committees (PACs), which acted
~r a large number of regulations with

~

'

r

Now you know who's pulling the strings behind that patriotic pin. Illustration by gina pyon

( ( If political parties, the media, academics, family.
friends, and semi-satirical student opinion papers
.. can't convince you to vote a particular way. I have a
hard time believing that Kleenex and Target will. ' '
regard to disclosure and financing. This is
the point I raise whenever people fearfully
proclaim the advent of the Apple-clypse:
corporations have had the ability to send
large amounts of funding into the political
realm for a long time now, so how, again, is
this ruling going to change things? In fact,
it should make things better - campaign

finance laws force a company to admit to
funding an ad for or against a canclidate in
the ad itself, and campaigning candidates
aren't exactly eager to be publicly associated with "paid for by Exxon".
That is exactly why the distortion and
commercial flooding arguments don't hold
water - you'll know exactly who is run-

ning the advertisement instead of being
left in the dark by the "brought to you by
[generic patriotic noun]s For [synonym
for freedom]" kind of thing that goes. on
now. Commercials won't magically become more effective or more plentiful now
either: If political parties, the media, academics, family, friends, and semi-satirical
student opinion papers can't convince you
to vote a particular way, I have a hard time
believing that Kleenex and Target will.
Although there will probably be an increase in the amount of political ads run
while you're trying to watch Community,
the fact that there are five or six ads running instead of two or three shouldn't
matter much, unless repetition is more effective than I thought, more effective than
I thought, more effective th;ln I thought.
To extend that line of thought further, the
Citizens decision might even lead.to a decrease in the number of third-party political ads as companies get paranoid about
public backlash against those who appear
to be buying democracy off.
Even if the theory that Citizens United
will lead to vote selling is accepted, the assumption that it will change things much
is still a stretch. It's not just companies that
were un-muz:ded; it was unif?nS as well.
Companies want people who are pro-business, and though that is definitely a more
Republican stance, Republicans certainly
don't have a monopoly on it. Union donations and third-party ads are distinctly
more one sided than their corporate counterparts. Thus, while corporate spending is
a larger pot of money, it is more diffused,
and the whole Republican-versus-Democrat funding issue comes to a wash.
In the end, Citizens United was the
right decision for the Court to make. It
won't lead to any distinct change in campaigns besides the random additional issue
ad, it lets regulations provide more disclosure by detailing exactly who is paying .for
what, and it rids the law ~f unconstitutionaJ checks on the Frrst Amendment.
The sky is not falling after all. •

Taylor's article was paid (or by Puffi,
Walmart, and Pace Picante. Pick up ilJe Paa.
Discuss this article at amt>.utdallas.edu!
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Stop, Question Time!
Raising the curtains on America's politics with.Parliamentary parley

by billy easley
billyeas.ley2@gmail.com

It's time for our representatives to
"Qyestion with Boldness". From the time
of Thomas Jefferson's original declaration
notability as one of Glenn Beck's favorite
catchphras~s, that phrase has echoed a sentiment beloved by the American populace.
The belief that the American people must
not only view their government with constant suspicion but also question its actions
incessantly is as inherent to American society as it is necessary to the survival ofour
liberties. But in our current political culture, that sentiment has been mutated into
increasing apathy and anger.
Healthy distrust has been perverted·into
an excuse to throw our government into a
state of paralysis. While a sizable portion of
the population finds itself out of work, the
majority of their representatives appear not
only increasingly incapable of doing any
work but also out of touch. The American
people have grown weary of the hollow political monologues. What they demand is
meaningful, if not cordial, dialogue - the
type Qyestioil Time achieves.
Allow to explain what Qyestion Time
entails. It is, unfortunately, a practice of parliamentary origin...:._ but don't let that scar,e
you. Take the British example: The Prime
Minister goes to the fl.oor of the House of
Commons to be questioned by members of
the Parliament. Qyestion Time is a raucous
affair, and it must be admitted that there is
more than a litde bit of theater inyolved
in it. All politics is stagecraft, after all, but
for us American the curtains of American
politics have shrouded the acts that interest
us the most.
Adopting Qyestion T ime would present the Obarna Administration the means
to pull back those curtains and fulfill its
much heralded promises of transparency
and accountability.

Qyestion Time should in no way be
seen to be a panacea tcr partisan rancor. It
is not the antidote to the poison that presently ravages the body politic but rather
the means by which we can make- an accurate diagnosis of its ailments. In the British Parliamentary system, Prime Minister
Gordon Brown's opponents jump at the
opportunity to ridicule his positions, and
substantive debate is the exception not the .
rule.
However self-serving David Cameron's
or Nick Clegg's questions are, the process
does demonstrate to the public that their
representatives are engaging in dialogue.
The chaos of the proceeding is mitigated
by the fact that it pressures members of
the opposition to question instead of to
obstruct. Most importantly, the process
would force our representatives , to shift
from entrenching themselves in a political monologue to engaging in effective dialogue. When done right, Question Time
disenfranchises both sides from making
grandiose speeches - pithiness and wit
are the preferred qualities in responses.
I am loathe to assert that anything
outside American governance is superior,
but Qyestion Time allows for a level of
transparency that is far less opaqJie. than
what our current system affords us.
The transparency that Qyestion Time
provides to the public is also a medium for
the more substantive goal of accountabil-

ity. Qyestion Time
.would
allow members of
Congress to hold
the President accountable in a manner
that has heretofore only
been available to the
Parliamentary system.
In Britain, Canada, and
other nations with Qyestion Time, pub- accompany them. A
lic officials have a direct and highly public would have to be appointed to
avenue for questioning the leader of their the event and to ensure that the
stay on topic. To make it more
country.
Currently, the only time we see mem- to popula<;e, Qyestion Time
bers of our Congress questioning our short affair of no longer than
President in a highly public fashion is the right to inquire alternatiflg
during special events, such as President both sides.
Obama's highly publicized and lauded
Qyestion Time is the kind of
impromJ>tu QM session with the Re- tional change that is necessary to
publican caucus in February. Such evel'tts ' faith in the American political
don't have to be based on an infrequent would be a small but lasting step
whim of the Executive. They can become government to take on its path to
a part of our rich American tradition and ing the faith that Americans
a means to ensure that the President is in the competency of their
faithfully executing our laws.
Qyestion Time is not merely
The framework for American Qyes- should believe in - it is change
tion Time should consist of the following. demand. •
The President should be required by law
to invite leaders of the minot:ity and majority party from time to time to a desBi!IJ: remember that one time
sang Thong Song at karaoke 'at the
ignated location and ask them to select
Discilss this article at amp.utJa!Im.
ten members of their respective parties to
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Social Insecurity
How oldpeople (and politicians) could ruin the working generation's future

people are ruining America.
not to say that it's entirely their
if they'd like to, they can't stop
or choose not to age.
real problem is the mismanageof Social Security. For years, the
has turned a blind eye to
unpending bankruptcy of the fund,
will further burden the national
Lobbying groups, most imporAARP, have done little to pressure
to address the situation.
baby boomer generation is starting
Social Security benefits. This is
the baby boomers dominate
demographics, and as they move out
workforce and stop paying Social
taXes, they will instead receive
Security checks. The program will
both lose a major source of in-

come and take on added expenses. What's
more, all those newly retired people who
have paid into the Social Security system
their entire careers expect to get their fair
share of the benefits.
But the volume of those benefit checks
cannot be supported by the tax revenue
that ~ be generated by the individuals
who will be left working after the baby
boomers retire. The Social Security Administration {SSA) itself has projected
that the Social Security program will be
broke by 2037.
In fact, the crisis is coming sooner than
predicted: This year, for the first time since
its creation in 1935, the SSA will pay out
more money than it will take in from
payroll taxes. It will have to use funds it
has saved from previous years' revenue
surpluses to defray the difference.
At least the SSA still has money to
work with, right? Sure, there's a surplus
fund, but it is limited and consists of
government Treasury bonds (which function as IOUs from the government) that
were issued, according to the Associated
Press, to reimburse the money Congress
has taken from Social Security to finance

its own programs for a long time--a politically expedient practice that enables
the government to report lower national
deficit numbers. yvhen the SSA cashes
in some of those bonds, the government
will likely pay them back by borrowing
more money and issuing yet more bonds,
thereby adding to the already massive and
dangerous deficit that jeopardizes the future of the nation.
The government should be searching for solutions to keep the program
functional. On the contrary, though, the
government has done almost nothing. In
fact, H ouse Representative Earl Pomeroy, the chairman of the Social Security
subcommittee, has asserted that changes
to the program "can be done in a careful, thoughtful and orderly way, and they
don't need to be done in the next few
months." Yes, changes can and should be
"thoughtful", but we literally can't afford
to wait much longer.
Why hasn't the government acted?
There are only two considerations that
never fail to motivate elected officials:
campaign contributions and votes. The
elderly and the retired are much more invested in the political process:
Their voter turnout is higher than
other age groups', and they involve themselves more deeply in the election process.
When it comes time to discuss major Social Security overhauls, therefore, officials
are rationally hesitant to act because they
are unwilling to upset a major portion of
their constituencies.
Old people are also the driving force
behind one of the most powerful lobbying
groups in Washington: AARP. Formerly
the American Association of Retired Persons, but now just a legally meaningless
acronym, AARP purports to represent
the interests of the aging population of
America.
According to its website, AARP's official opinion regarding Social Security is
that it "needs modest changes, but... not
replacjng" since its stored-up funds will
last until 2037. This opinion, however, is
short-sighted in that it only considers the
older generations, not the current work-

force, and docs not help or even address
the long-term solvency of the program.
AARP's biased stance is understandable but takes on inflated importance in
Washington because older people are
highly engaged in government. Simply
put, elected officials are afraid of AARP.
It represe!lts a cohesive bloc of constituents who could easily destroy home district support and dry up campaign financial accounts.
We, the working and soon-to-be
working classes of America, must unite
and call for a Social Security overhaul
We can't stand by idly as the government
squeezes money out of our paychecks to
fund a program that, given its current
situation, won't even exist by the time we
can take advantage of it.
We absolutely must get involved in
the political process, most importantly by
voting. Elected officials will have to take
heed of our interests when their advisors
warn them that voter turnout amongst
working-age people will be significantly
higher in the next election cycle.
As for donating to campaigns, well,
the only reason money is important is
that it can buy votes (through advertising and campaign events). If non-retired
people simply went out to vote in droves,
it wouldn't matter one bit if they were significant campaign donors; their interest in
long-term Social Security reform would
finally be put on the agenda in Washington, likely somewhere ncar the top.
The government cannot ignore the
coming Social Security meltdown much
longer, and we as non-retired citizens
need to get involved, vote, and start insisting that this unsustainable system be
reformed.
After that, it's a matter of getting our
own powerful lobby group. How about
the American Association of Working
Persons (AAWP)? Our acronym will actually stand for something! •

Ltz, hfJW ahout lohhyingfor soy/en/ grem?

Discuss this article at amt>.utdallaS.edu!
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Unveiling the Veil
1behijahasanempoweringaaenory
their tau tmd f114Td their m/Jiksty; that they should nfJt
display their kauty and fJmamenh exupt what must
fJrdinarily appear there¢ that they should t/rllf.l) their wils
()fJeT their hosoms and not display their heauty except to
their (family memhers}, and that they should not strih their
feet in order to draw attm/Wn to_ their hidden tmramen/1. •
(Quran 24:31).

by dina shahrokhi
dnu067~tdallas.edu

Oppressed. Powerless. Pathetic. These words spring to
the minds of many Westerners when they see a woman
wearing a hijab, the common headdress worn by many
Muslim women. Although those negative perceptions
accurately describe some situations, many women feel
empowered by their hijabs. What words spring to my
mind when thinking about those women? Proud, strong,
and fearless.
While there are many situations in which the
government and society force women to cover themselves,
it is dangerous to focus only on extreme interpretations.
When we do so, we tend to disregard th e traditional
reasoning behind the veil. C razy dictators and extreme
tribal societies don't force the hijab-wearing women we
see and judge in the streets of the United States to cover
up. Many of those women actually choose· co wear the scarf
-who are we to say that they are any less feminine or less
powerful than those of us in summer dresses?
In a society that prides itself on having high numbers
of women in the workplace and equal rights in general,
the hijab appears to be a symbol of oppression. For many
Muslim women who do cover, however, the hijab represents
just the opposite: The hijab sets such women free from the
objectification of men and even women. Ladies, please do
not tell me that you think most men focus on the substance
ofyour conversations when you wear a mini-skirt and a lowcue shirt. It is logical for women in more modest clothing
to feel that they are judged more by their character and
that they are more of an equal than women trying to attract
attention to their physical attributes.
The main source for the idea of the hijab comes from
the following sura:

"And say to the believing womm that they should lower

ii

In a country that fought
so hard for equal rights, how
can we be so hypocritical as
to treat woman differently for
religious practices in dress?

''

Taken literally, the text never explicitly asks women
to cover their hair and skin. What it does do is preach
modesty to women. Many westerners believe that
women should be proud of their sexuality and sensuality,
which is often extrapolated to mean that women should
flaunt "what they got". Many Middle East scholars and
Muslim women, however, believe that they can express
their pride better by not flaunting what they've got.
Veiling oneself in public symbolizes the importan ce of
that modesty.
That said, the idea that women who cover themselves
should be treated any differently than women who
don't is ridiculous. In a country that fought so hard for
equal rights, how can we be so hypocritical as to treat
woman differently for religious practices in dress? In
his speech in 9 airo, President Obama himself stated,
"' reject the view of some in the W est that a woman
who chooses to cover her hair is somehow less equal."
That statement combats the view of President Sarkozy
of France, who supports the ridiculous idea of a
country-wide ban on the burqa (the M uslim veil that
also covers a woman's face). In a direct criticism of
that notion , President Obama said, "It is important
for Western countries to avoid impeding M uslim
citizens from practicing religion as they see .fit, for
instance, by dictating what clothes a M uslim woman
should wear."
Considering this logical argument for wearing
the hijab, why do W estern leaders like Sarkozy
oppose the veil so vehemently? As stated ea.dier,
many hijab-wearing women are, in fact, forced
to wear the veil. Saudi Arabian law, for example,
requires women co wear the h ijab. Moreover,
women in Saudi Arabia have no right to drive a
car or leave the house without spousal permission,
and th eir husbands may physically and emotionally
.abuse them without any threat of punishment.
Furthermore, Yemeni families can (in an attempt
ro escape a life of poverty) legally force girls as
young as eight years old to marry men of any age,
often in their thirties and forties. Also, in cities like
Cairo, where seemingly 95 percent of women over
the age of15 wear the hijab, some do so because of
social pressure.

While those stories need to be unveiled, they do 111
mean that ~ woman wearing a hijab i~ oppressed j
some ~y. Women wear hija.bs in almost every COWllj
of the world, and most of those countries do not ~
laws forcing them to do so. While social pressures 1111
be present in many societies and even families, IIUl
women and girls still choose to wear hijabs of their at
accord. In fu:t, by wearing the hijab or burqa in countrl
like France, those women are defying social nonns in 1
effort to stand up for what they believe. Such women!
not need our pity. They deserve our respect instead. I

Now that Dina is VP-elect, it is ti11U to
critisiu eveything she does! Woohoo!
Discuss this artide at amt>.ut4qll%ulHl
•
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Academy Awardsfinally recognize female filmmaking
1be Otcan .rm't the c......,.~
The money-ma.ker didn't win, not only because it
shouldn't but also because Hollywooders, despite boasting
about being th~ entertainment "industry"" (you know, all
about making products and money,) still cherish the notion
by alex garcia topete
a.j.garcia-tope~studcnt.utdallu.edu
that they're all artists whose art is to be praised. Crowdpleasing blockbusters get rewarded with big bucks, anyway.
There's no need for them to get the golden naked man too.
AVATAR LOST! LONG UVE GOOD CINEMA!
Ten Best-Picture nods might be a good thing
YOU LOST TO YOUR EXWIFE, SO SUCK ON THAT
All ten movies deserved the recognition of a nomination,
jAMES CAMERON!
even if they were not all in the same league of movie-magic
With that out ofthe way, let's move on to serious business. greatness (District 9 was innovative but nowhere close to, for
This past Academy Awards were historical without a doubt example, Up in theAir). History will have to be the final arbiter
because they we.re full of "first time ever" situations, which of the issue, but the extra nods in this round of Ac~demy
also turned out to be important lessons about the current Awards didn't seem to skew the voting distribution, whose
reality of Hollywood.
protection was part of the reason more spots were added
after 1he Dark Knight didn't get a Best Picture nomination
because of a voting entanglement. Granted, keeping track
of all the nominees now becomes a titanic, multi-day task
- though one with guaranteed quality.
Oprah might not be that powerful .
Her movie Precious took a few of the important awards
(Adapted Screenplay and Supporting Actress). However, the
star power that Oprah commands wasn't enough to make it
win Best Picture or Best Director, which would have been
an authentic threat to the integrity of the awards.
Good filmmaking is still good filmmaking
Moderately-budgeted, well-crafted movies with a strong
story and plenty of pathos, such as 1he Hurl Lo(ker, still are
and will always be tht higher mode of filmmaking when
compared to blockbuster-designed, action-packed Disney
myths remade \vith a frosting of SFX razzle-dazzle and
Smurfs on steroids.
The most important lesson of all: Women can direct
good movies
While women have habitually been regarded as excellent
writers, for the longest time, it has been one of the most
pervasive myths in Hollywood that women simply can't
direct good films. Take for example Campion and Coppola,
who both received Oscars for their screenplays rather
than for their directing achievements. Another example
is Nora Ephron (Julie & Julia), who has been nominated
repeatedly for Best Screenplay but never for Best Director.
The myth originated not exactly because of gender but
because of numbers - there are fewer women directing
films, and when a woman directs a bad high-profile film,
it sticks out more prominently than when an average Joe
does. Although the idea that women can't direct quality
fllms has been challenged over the years, there hadn't been
a recognized success until this year's Academy Awards.
on by mac hird and zain gaziani
]n 1993,Jane Campion threatened to make history with

i i . .it

has been one of the
most pervasive myths in
Hollywood that women simply
can'~ direct good films.

JJ

1he Piano. Seven years ago, another threat to the myth carne
in the form of younger Coppola, Sofia, who was poised to
take the Directing Oscar with Lost in Traru/ation. Kathryn

Bigelow, with 1he Hurt Loehr, finally broke the spell. By
winning the Oscar, she has provided final proof that women
can direct good films. ·
An important part of the myth, too, is that there are only
two ways for women to become good directors. The first is
that they bad to "have it in their blood" before they could
prove themselves worthy of any recognition (for instance,
Sofia Coppola is the daughter of Francis Ford Coppola,
mastermind behind the Godfather saga, or Amy Redford,
daughter of movie icon Robert Redford).The second is that
they had to be actresses jumping behind the camera only for
quirky dramas or anything else that could also be staged in
a theater (take Barbra Streisend's directing of Yentl and 1he
Prinu ofTides) -something that alJ actors attempt at one
point or another in their careers.
Bigelow is the ultimate proof that women can direct
precisely because she defies every component of the myth:
she doesn't have directorial blood (her closest family
connection of the sort is her former marriage to James
Cameron, which probably earned her some points against
him since a lot of Hollywood people hate the Canadian
director); even though she has acted a couple of times,
she's actually a painter-turned-filmmaker; she has written
screenplays, but only early in her career to get her name out
there; and most importantly, instead of directing romantic
comedies or could-be-stageplay movies, she directs actionpac~ed dramas, such as Point Break, K-19 The Widowmllker,
and The Hurl Locker - a combination that hardly anyone
achieves. Kathryn is not a "woman director" but a director
who happens to be a woman -and the type of director that
other directors want to be so that they too can make a movie
as awesome and Oscar-worthy as The Hurl Locker to boot.
Ultimately, this year \'lli.S the Oscar year of
empowerment - empowered small movies (Precious
and The Hurt Loehr) and the empowered women behind
them. •

Ifyou don't a/lend the Dallas International Film Festival
this month, Alex willput you in The Hurt Locker!
Discu.ss this arhde at qm(J.utdal/as.tdu!
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VITAL AccEss
The need to provide life-or-death services to millions ofAmericans
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by jonathan coker
jcokerutd@gmail.com

We live in troubled times. In our great
'""'tion, nearly one in eight Americans
is hungry. We have the fairest and most
competitive economy in the world, and
more than ten percent of our citizens are
incapable of providing for their own basic
sustenance. How can our brothers and sisters in freedom exercise their liberty and
pursue happiness on an empty stomach?
My fellow Americans, today we have
a chance to do something just. Ending
hunger in America is the right thing to
do, and BS 1984, the Defending American Values Act, will do just that. Through
strategic provisions, deft budget dodging,
and pure compassion, 37 million Americans will get the square meals and square
deal to which they're entitled.
BS 1984 will require all American citizens to buy a sufficient amount of food
for themselves. Those who refuse will see
penalties on their tax bill. By
<
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The tax system under the square deal.

The tax system before the square deal. Illustrations by lewis chang
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The taxes and budget cuts will take effect

immediately after passage. Benefits and
programs will begin in four years.
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Of course, Father Sam understands
that for many Americans, feeding oneself is a substantial burden. Food prices
are spiraling out of control, yet the food
conglomerates are maintaining their despicable business practices, demanding
payment before releasing their miserly
grip from their products. Those hungerinsurance providers can't be trusted to
curb their1ippetites for profiting from the
hunger of our citizens.
To alleviate the burden of self-sufficiency, the federal government will give
subsidies to help Americans under the
poverty Hne buy.food. The obstructionist
party claims that those subsidies will riuse
taxes, but this sweeping, multibillion-dollar bill will actually remain deficit-neutral
and keep taxes the same for 90 percent of
Americans.
Funds for the food subsidies will be
covered by reductions in the Foo~stamp
program, the National School Lunch Program, and five other well established federal food aid programs. A 20% tax will be
implemented for "Cadillac" foods such as
exotic fruits, whole grains, and anything

from the ocean. Oh, and don't forget the
penalties.The penalties reaped from those
who choose not to buy food will go toward
subsidies to ensure that everybody receives
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and brunch.
The "doughnut hole" in hard-candy nutrition benefits for seniors
will be covered by a 250-dollar
subsidy. Seniors will no longer have to go without their
Wurther's Originals and
Ribbon Candies when
their grocery bills prove
to be too much. The candy
subsidies will be funded by reducing the
growth of Elderly Nutrition Program
benefits by 50%.
The taxes and budget cuts will take effect immediately after passage. Benefits
and programs will begin in four years.
Obstructionists claim the Defending American Values Act will cause food
prices to rise. They more than anyone else
should understand that adding consumers
to the food market will cause food prices
to fall. It is American competition at its
finest. When you remove the ability to
choose not to buy food, you force prices
to come down.
Now, to guarantee even more strongly
that food prices.well be brought down, we
will clip competition from the food market like so many grocery coupons. Maximum prices will be set for basic foods, and
salaries for food-conglomerate executives
will be regulated. Executives' talent and
work will not determine their pay. That
way, their desire to-lead and help will be
their motivation.
BS 1984 must pass. Equality in food
accesfis long overdue. Do not let the obstructionist rhetoric dissuade you. Our
neighbors have found it in their hearts to
provide food for their citizens of meager
means. Isn't it time we made it illegal for
our citizens to go without? •

jonathan Cok.er is a bigfon or the letter A.

Discuss this article at amiJ.utdallas.edu!
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Frozen Stars
Why the National Hoc~ey League has iced its fans' excifment

by mayur patel
mayur-patel@hotmail.com

In sports even a brief instant of drama or the occasional
miraculous play can lead to glory. Such was the case when
Sidney Crosby provided Canada with a storybook ~nding
to Olympic Hockey by scoring the game winning goal in
overtime to defeat the USA for the gold medal. Crosby and
the rest of the National Hockey League players in the tournament gave long-starved hockey fans hope that the NHL
would return to prominence after a decade of mediocrity
due to its lack of big- name stars, its untimely expansion
and the horrific rule of its commissioner, Gary Bettrnan.
However, that hope was short-lived as the NHL, including
our hometown team the Dallas Stars, remained in the flux
that they have been stuck in for the last 10 years.
Back in the late 90s, the atmosphere in Reunion Arena
at Dallas Stars games was far more electric than that of
any other sports team in the DFW Metroplex. These days
- all the talk is about Da)las's being a football town, and the
Cowboys are first in everyone's mind, but back then, Dallas
was a hockey tQwn. However; a lot can change in 10 years.
In March, I went to a Stars game for the first rime since
the aforementioned late 90s as part ofUT Dallas' great Experience Dallas progra.tn, and I was severely disappointed
with the crowd's energy. Gone were th9se rowdy fans who
went crazy with every hit. Gone was the passion for the
game. Most significantly, gone was the electric atmosphere
that had so charged past Stars' games. To top it all off, the
Stars lost 6-1. Score aside, though, the atmosphere inside
the arena mirrors what's happening to hockey in many arenas across the country:·a si~cant number of people have
just stopped caring about the game.
.
Orie of the main reasons for that is that there aren't
enough big name stars. Flash back to 15 years ago ·and ask
an average person to name a couple of hockey players. That
·person would probably respond "Gretzky, Messier, Lindros,
Roenick... " - the list would just go on and on.The Stars
had plenty of high-caliber players as well: Mike Modano,
Brett Hull, Ed Belfour.
Flash forward to the present and ask a comparable person to 'name a few curre~t hockey players. In most cases
that person would respond with two names, Crosby and
Ovechkin. That parallels the Stars' situation, as they severely lack big-name players. Although the Olympics did
a solid job of bringing out whatever stars remain in the
league, it alone can't raise interest in hockey back to its pre-

Olympic stars rekindle the public's

in~erest in

hockey, but that excitement doesn't ·make it to Dallas. Illustration by rudy garcia

vious levels. These days the League ·lies far behind other
sports associations, such as the NBA, which, with the help
of Kobe Bryant, Dwayne Wade, and Lebron James among
others, has far greater star power.
A key reason for the lack of big name stars is the fact
that many have transferred to other countries to play in
other leagues. The responsibility for that must be placed
squarely on the commissioner, Gary Bettman. By allowing players to leave without providing any incentive to stay,
he has slowly allowed the quality of play to degrade. Furthermore; Bettman's reign has been one of turmoil. During
his tenure, he has seen two lockouts, which is perhaps the
t
worst blemish any commissioner can have on his resume.
He also played a large role in the downgrade of the NHL
by expanding into cities that had neither the fanbase nor
the strength to be NHL towns. That-accelerated the NHL's
decline into the sad state it's in today, since cities like Atlanta, Phoenix, NaShville, and Sunrise (Florida) got teams

that are struggling to draw fans. This year, 9 of those 13
teams are in the bottom third in terms of average home attendance, with Phoenix·having the lowest at an average of
11,191 people (which only fills up about 64% ofthe seats
in their arena). In some respects, Dallas can also be lumped
in._with those cities; however, for the most par-t, Bettman's
decision to allow the Stars to relocate to Dallas was great.
Dallas has been affected by the various problems that
have plagued the NHL. Although Crosby and the heroics
of the Olympic hockey tournament gave hope for a brief
instant, a lot of work still needs to be done to raise hockey
back to the standards of the NFL and MLB. For now, we'll
have to settle for seeing exciting hockey only every four
years at the Winter Olympics. •
Before Mayur came along, AMP readers had to settle for
seeing sports opinions only every four years.
Discuss this article at amp.uiJalla.s.edu!
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lived Tonight Show with Conan O'Brien.
Despite the two-year gap between this
and their last album, Vampire Weekend
hasn't ~hanged much since we last heard
them. Contra still has the vintage sutfer
vibe but doesn't have the same reggae undertones of Vampire Weekend. The pacing
on the album has changed as well. With

Recommended Tracks: 3, 4, 7
Recommended if you like: You, Me,
& Iowa; The Shins; The Dirty Projectors;
Clap Your Hands Say Yeah!

Vampire Weekend

Contra
(XL Recordings; 20 I 0)

Contra, Vampire Weekend's second sNdio album, has been highly anticipated and
really has come through fer the fans. After
the success of Vampire Weekend's selftided debut album, it is no surprise that
this album debuted at number one on the
charts. Vampire Weekend even got to perform on Sarurday Night Li~e and the long-
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by stu mcafee
samuelmcafee@grn:ul.com

Joanna Newsom

Have One On Me
(Drag City; 20 I0)

There's no other way t~ start. Have
One On Me is long. Scary long for some
people. It's 2+ hours of music.
Joanna Newsom's albums have never
been the easiest to get into. Ys, one of the
most impressive albums of the decade
in my opinion, was five enormous songs
spread across 56 minutes, and it took
about a year of sporadic exposure for me
to start appreciating it.
Back then I was a huge fan of The Milkeyed Mender, her only other major release,
but that did nothing to prepare me for the
epic sprawl ofYs.That's why, when it was
announced that she was releasing a triple
album, I wanted to cry. How do you even
anticipate a triple album? H ow many years
would it take this time?
Luckily, zero! Have One On Me inge-

its slower songs, we get the chance to really hear the melody from the guitar and
synth without losing the fun lyrics and
unique vocals.
Contra starts off with "Horchata," a
slow, relaxed song that starts off the album

niously captures the best elements of her
previous works. The sometimes exhausting mid-song key and melody changes
that peppered Ys are kept to a minimum,
and, while these are still big songs, the
melodies are at least as immediate as the
ones from The Milk-Eyed Mender. They're
mosdy composed of lilting arrangements
of parlor piano or harp that offer contrast
and backdrop to the vocals.

Newsom's voice in this album is also
more on-point than it's ever been, and it's
becoming still more conventional while
retaining its lovable husk and vibrato (if
you try to imagine a young Dolly Parton
imitating Kate Bush, you're in the ballpark). This is a huge key to the accessibility
of this album. When I used to bring Ms.
Newsom up among family,
mom would

my

ycle
with a misdirecting tone. Not soon after,
though, "White Sky" brings us back to the
quick lyrics, light guitar, and driving, loud
drums. The next few tracks are some of the
best on the album. "Holiday", "California
English", and (Vampire Weekend's biggest
hit), "Cousins" all showcase what we know
and love about this band. Contra wraps up
with "I Think Ur a Contra", another slow
song for which the album gets its name.
Overall, this album is nothing new
for old fans, but if you're new to Vampire
Weekend, it will quickly become one of
your favorites. Contra may either put you
in a surfing mood or let you relax after a
long day of school. It tells us, if anything,
that Vampire Weekend is another band on
· the rise. Mter eight weeks of being on the
Billboard charts, this album stands to be
one of the most popular indie albums of
the year. •

give the sassy reply: "Oh, you mean that
crazy girl that sings like "EEEEeeeEE!!!"
Although that was a somewhat fair assessment ofJoanna Newsom's style at the
time, it no longer applies.
Also, something that's new to her altogether is that Have One On Me doesn't have
the album feel of her previous releases; it
just feels ljkc a collection of songs not intended to be experienced cover-to-cover.
The great thing about this is that you can
easily pick and choose your Y.r or Mender in a sitting and move on. You can come
back another time and choose a different
course through !lave One on Me, and then
another, and another.
What I originally feared would be the
untimely death of Ms. Newsoffi's career
turned out to be perhaps the most brilliant possible follow-up to an act that was
nearly impossible to follow: a chooseyour-own-advenNre where you win big at
every outcome. •

Props to RadioUTDfor the awesome
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Prom Party. It was a ton
Discuss this article.at amt>.u
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genetically deformed splicers still fight
for more ADAM, and Little Sisters and llmn·Hl;iiiii!Eii!ELim:;mHitiEiii
their protectors, the Big Daddies, still

by taylor buttler
trb071000@utdallas.edu

wander looking for ADAM -filled corpses
to harvest. The only di1ference is Sophia
Lamb, the new, self-appointed ruler of

Hjfiii{f!lli:mm.lutl;ii\mlllilllmmlliill~ml!lt
H

Bioshock2
When we were first introduced to the
city o{ Rapture back in 2007, we were
shown a world created by Andrew Ryan,
a philanthropist who hated that nowhere
on earth could one fully reap the fruit
of one's labors. So Ryan built Rapture
underwater as a place where scientists
could develop their technologies without
the shackles of human decency. The result
was ADAM, a wonder drug·that bestows
vario~s . "magical" abilities known as
plasmids. However, because of it Rapture
went mad and swallowed itself whole,
which set the stage for the first Bioshock:
At long last, we have the chance to
return to that once-glistening underwater

Rapture.
r:mm~mm~!Ul!lml~
If Andrew Ryan's Rapture was the
glistening utopia gone wrong, then
Sophia Lamb's is the hyper-socialist
community that rose from its ashes. You
often hear her talking about "letting go
of the self" and embracing the "Rapture
family"- the catch is that she's declared Go get that mean Temoc splicer, Mr. Bubble.s! Illustration by mac hire!
you the enemy of that family.
In Bioshock 2 you play as Subject to the first game's mind-blowing twist.
Sisters, whom you must choose to either
The first-person-shooter gameplay harvest or rescue, but now yqu can make
Delta, a special Big D addy prototype.
Unlike standard Big Daddies, Delta is is virtually identical to the first game's. them harvest ADAM from corpses for
biologically and psychologically linked The biggest changes are that you can use you first. Other than that, the gameplay
to his Little Sister: If she dies, he dies. plasmids and weapons simultaneously, and remains largely unchanged, but as the old
From the very beginning of the game that you can use much heavier weaponry, saying goes, why fix what ain't broke?
you are separated from yours by Sophia including the all-powerful Big Daddy
Ultimately, Bioshock 2 lives up to i.ts
Lamb, who just so happens to be the girl's drill. M achine hacking has· also been predecessor in almost every way but
biological mother, and you spend the rest vastly improved: Instead of playing with doesn't bring anything new to the table.
of the game trying to reclaim her from water pipes for 5 minutes, you just play a To understand and enjoy this game fully,
the clutches of Sophia and her splicer quick mini-game that involves stopping you have to play the first Bioshock. If you
minions. The story has a few interesting a needle on the right color. As in the like that one, you'll like this one. If you
first Bioshock you will come across Little don't, you won't. •
~sts and turns, but nothing that lives up

Dante's Inferno · .
Imagine hell-rhe worst you can think
up. You included fire, brimstone, and little
red winged horned dudes, right? Or maybe
you imagined spending eternity looking
at nude images of AMP editor.s. Well, no
matter how horrifying a hell you imagined~,
Dante's Inferno makes it look like a skip
through a meadow of flowers and freshly
cut grass. .
The premise of the game is based
(somewhat loosely) on the first part of
Dante Alighieri's epic poem 1he Divine
Comedy, replacing Dante the poet on a

casual tour of the underworld with Dante
the badass medieval warrior in the third
·crusade. After Dante is stabbed in the back
by an escaped prisoner, Death comes to take
him to be judged for his many sins. H aving
been told by the Archbishop that all his
sins would be forgiven, D ante tells Death
to screw himself, kicks his a~s, and steals
his scythe, which becomes D ante's primary
weapon. Upon arriving home Dante finds
his wife murdered. In an effort to save her
soul, he chases her into hell, where he must
test his meddle against Lucifer's minions.
The gameplay consists of pretty standard
action-adventure gameplay: You move
along linear paths through the nine circles
of hell, occasionally beating the crap out of
hell's minions with your scythe and your
wife's holy cross. Once you defeat certain
enemies, you'll have the choice of damning

them or absolving them of their sins.
Though your choices have no effect on (
the story, they do affect gameplay: You
get cross-upgrading holy points for
absolving and scythe-upgrading unholy
points for punishing. The gamepJay isn't
the most exciting, but it's worth it to see
Dante rip a minotaur in half with his
bare hands.
·
The visuals in Dante's Inferno are so
brilliantly executed that you feel you might .
need to take a shower afterwards. The
charaCter designs ofhell's minions vary from
charred sk• leton warriors, to seductresses
that grab you with a giant tentacle that
comes out of their you-know-what (no
joke), to razor-armed unbaptized babies
that crawl out of rhe nipples of a gigantic
Cleopatra (I wish I were kidding). Despite
the character models' disturbing qualities,

(Dante's Inferno visually
grabs you by the balls
and never [ets go.

''

though, · their designs are implemented
beautifully.
Dante's Inferno visually grabs you by the
balls and never lets go, but Dante's constant
whining about his wife and the repetitive
gamepJay can occasionally distract from
the experience. Overall, it's worth playing,
but only if you rent it or wait for the price
to fall. •
Taylor likes to... wait you can shoot bees
out ofyour hand? Who could come up with
something more ridiculous than ihat?
Distuss this article at amt>.utdaUas.edu!
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Plot Points
Because a graph is worth 1000 words (or 200 each in this case)

by mac hird
mac.hird@srudenr.urdallas.edu
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March Caption Contest
Cheer up, Mr. Emo Emu. Photoillustt·a.tion by mac hird

Winning caption by Jonathan Coker: Ski Jumping? Babies? Is this Heaven?
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by jonathan coker
jcokerutd@gmail.com

Across:
1. Sopranos network (abbr.)
4. Not a roetem or tenalp
9.AMPs most dashing editor
13. Liquid or bar
14. Nophobia prefiX
15. Great figure
16. 2 thousands of pounds
17. Believer in reincarnation
18. Venison source
19. Irish revolutionary
organization (abbr.)
20. Two or more eras
21. Short route (abbr.)
23. Made haste on foot
24. Easter Day's second
fiddle (2 wds.)
30. Feeling of embarrassment
32. Common tooth, heart or
muscle ailment
33. Weasley, Paul or Howard
34. Play part
36. Compressed ball of paper
37. Mail, position, or pole
38. ·Good-byes or chest
adornments
40. Predatory bird grabber
42. Animal naming man
44. Forties or big shirts
46. Himalayan bovine
47. Best, highest, or spinning
toy
48. Tiff ot quarrel
49. Alphabet ending animal
53. Hopping hero of Easter
(2 wds.)
57. Shocking fish
58. Coveted poker card
59. Three to Julius
60. Rumble in the Jungle
boxer
61. Creative endeavors
64. Green grower
'67. French cheese
68. Inspirer
69. One who lines up
70. Tigris and Euphrates
garden, once

71. Squat, gritty. apples
72. Smart ass affirmative
(2 wds.)
73. Stubborn

D own:
1. Celehratory exclamation
2. Phallic fruit
3. Medical procedures (abbr.)
4. Lake known for skiing
5.lreland to the ancient Irish
6. As opposed to woman
7. Anxiety disorder (abbr.)
8. Easter Sunday for some
(2 wds.)
9. Seeker quarry
10. Hard water
11. Unprocessed caviar
12. Let me die order (abbr.)
13. Mixes emotionally?
20. Remove forcefully
22. Longest article adjective
25. Car makers union (abbr.)
26. Leave singing jazz
sounds?
27. Flatten
28. Distress palindrome
29. Explosive palindrome
(abbr.)
31. Sir counterpart
35. Income withholdings,
effectively (2 wds.)
37.Jab
38. Buglers' call
39. Flat, thick stone
41. Lett~r laying down on
the job or half-assed spelling
of amblyopia
42. Consumed
43. Futile patient (abbr.)
45. SimpS()ns' disco dancer
48. Short unit oftime (abbr.)
50. Face warmers
51. Depends upon
52. Foreign, not necessarily
extraterrestrial
54. Less than lethal control
device

55. 9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9,9

March Answers

56. gen, ous, or glycerin
prefix
61. Campus's best award
winning publication (abbr.)
62. Regret strongly
63. Airport terrorizers/
strippers (abbr.)
65. Fabrication
66. P.M. followers
67. Golden girl Arthur
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Have a puzzle you want to
see? Want to write your own
crossword? Want either to be in
the next issue?
Let us know! Send emails to:
amodestproposal@gm~.coni

amp.utdallas.edu
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Capture is a two-player game in which players take turns connecting pairs of horizontally
or vertically adjacent dots. A player who completes a square by connecting two dots captures
the resulting square and puts his initials in it. That player must draw another line"after making
a capture, Thus, a player may make a large number of captures in a single turn. After the last
capture, the player must still connect two dots.The person who captures the most squares wins.

URANUS: A SLIPPERY SLOPE

Greece Asks Germany for
Summer Home Bailout

Without immediate financial assistance, Greece's working poor may find themselves with nowhere to summer.

by D'Brickashaw Cunningham
Veteran Uranus Correspondent
ACROPOLIS (AMP) In the face of
mounting debt, a crumbling job market, and
severly depressed summer home prices,
Greece pled withfellowEU member Germany_
to give them a summer home bailout package
worth nearly 500 billion Euros.
Strabolololous Stephanapolous explained,
"It's hard enough to manage the mortgage
on my primary home, but now that I'm
underwater on my summer home, I'm not
sure where I'll be staying during my five
months of paid vacation." Stephanapolous
added, "This just isn't right."
German citizen Michel Johann StreussGuten took an unpaid five-minute break from
his 5 a.m.-to-9 p.m. job to comment, "Frankly,
my dear Greece, I don't give a damn. We
Germans are an industrious people, and
we got where we are today by working. Do
you know how many times we've rebuilt
our country into a world power in the last
century?"

Professor von Bisvonackle, a German
economics specialist, had this to say: "No, I
don't think Germany should give the Greeks
aid. A significant portion of their economy
comes from tourism - from mooching off of
stuff that they didn't make or do! They've been
lazing around on the backs of the Ancient
Greeks, the Romans, and the Ottoman Empire.
They need to learn the value of a Euro."
Perhaps the best advice came from
Adiguzel Jones, a Turkish history major
backpacking through Greece. "Look, Greece.
Just ask the United States for a loan. Germany
and most of Europe received billions in aid
from the U.S. after World War II. All you have
to tell them is that China called and you've
been flirting with communism to get out of
your economic slump. Plus, the U.S. has an
inferiority complex when it comes to China,
national debt, and loans."
Germany's Prime Minister Angela Merkel
has threatened to annex the Sudetenland as
well as the Peloponnesian Peninsula if the
Greeks don't stop their whinging. •
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GoogleAids
Whale Hunters
JAPANESE COASTAL WATERS
(AMP) - In what reporters are I
calling" a staggeringly ironic twist of
fate," whale hunters are making use
of Google Earth to systematically
locate and destroy hapless pods of
innocent Japanese whales.
The recent addition of whale
tracking to Google Earth comes as
a result of a long and stupendously
not-well-thought-out campaign by
Greenpeace, the official grassroots
organization for environmentalism.
Artemis Birchsire, Tree-Friend
Rank 12, elaborated, "The No Whale
Left Behind Initiative was supposed
to be a public awareness t:aiser. We
just didn't think to look at things from
a killer's perspective. You know, it's
a crime against nature to even think
about killing any living being, with
a harpoon, or a spear, or a knife, or
a gun, or even .... Dammit!"
Horrified web denizens looked on
as scores of whale signals winked
out before their eyes. Said Joe Potts
of Whiskey, Alabama, "It was like
watching a genocide live - except
they were whales, I guess. I mean,
not whales like fat people. That's
racist. I mean like whale whales."
U
S received the following
garbled radio transmission from
a small and unidentified Japanese
dinghy somewhere near the
Aleutian Islands (translated for your
convenience by Google Translate):
"We kill Wales lamp fuel. Alaska
Committee, corning from the sea
here is very difficult blubber. Domo
arigato, Mr. Google-boto."
One Googler, who asked to remain
anonymous out of fear of something
he
called
"The
Overmind,"
explained, "Look, some of us l<new
that it was a bad idea. But it's kind of
hard to stay focused on stuff like that
during company meetings when
you're part of the Neural Link. You
just feel so ... free .. . hey, can I call you
guys back?" •
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UTD Prepares to Commune
with Extraterrestrials
RICHARDSON
(AMP)
The
construction ofUT Dallas's SETI antenna is
nearly complete.
The antenna, which many studens have
somehow mistaken for «\ "treUis" ot · a
"scaffolding", is actually a compl:ex radar
anay located in the mall area between
McDermott Librar:y and the Student Union.
The UT Dallas Tracking Device, or uTD,
will be finished some time in eaxly May.
The only major piece left is the 165 ft.
radar dish that will be installed on top of
the appaxatus.
UTD's physics department is petitioning
for the addition of a laser component to the
dish. Sa:id Dr. Cordelia Kovastinakov, "We
need to be able to take out rogue Russian
-satellites at a moment's notice.
Students who are concerned about
potential radiation poisoning or other
health problems from the new-age device
can put their minds to rest. The antenna
will be powered by a completely green
energy source: the body heat of freshmen
as they sleep in the new Residence HalL
Dr. Daniel, President of UT Dallas,
explained the reasoning behind this
unusual and frankly rather sinister design
choice. "My plan... lt's all corning togethe:r
now! Soon, UTD will be Tier One... in the
Inter-Galactic Alliance!'1 •

An incredibly sexy, unidentified man lights a gas station cigar with flaming currency sufficient for a coat or school supplies.

Comparative Review:
Best Cigars to Light with $1 00
by Jonathan Swift
Gentleman & Scholar

Success at TIPA~~
KERRVll.J.£ (AMP) ·A Modest
Proposal, the parasitic publication known
for riding on the coattails of URANUS's
massive sucesses, took two comparatively
insignificant awards away from the Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association ·(TIPA)
convention last week. Something about
third place in best story package or
general column or something.
URANUS scorns their journalistic dickwaving as petty and frankly unab~shedly
self-promoting. T.JEANUS needs ·no
recognition for its groundbreaking work
in the field of investigative journalism.-.
URANUS will have you know that it
won first place in "Deeply Penetrating .
Journalistic Investigation" at last -year'g
International Journalisnring Convention.
So congratulatiorts, doucheQags at mP,
but you've still a long way to gel befeire -You
can stick it to URANUS. •

HAVANA (AMP) - Some aficionados insist
on lighting their cigars with a custom cigar
lighter. Others insist on using cedar strips as
a spill with which to bring life to their smokes.
The true gentleman knows that to truly enjoy a
fine , delicately rolled cigar, it must be lit with a
hundred dollax bill.
The only question remaining for a gentleman
iswhichcigartolightwithhisostentatiousbills.To
protect you, my fellow aficionados, from sullying
your palates with inferior smoke, I consumed
literally hundreds- of Benjamin-lit cigars. These
three cigars are most w~rthy of your discerning
tastes and exceedingly valuable time.
His Lord's Reserve: 1911 GoJ:11 Flake
This label of cigar was hand made by Arturo
Fuente himself in a limited run in 1911. The last
remaining box was pulled up from a watertight
safe from the Titanic wreck sight. The cigar
incorporates gold flakes in the filler tobacco
which help distribute heat and add a gilded
glint to your ash.
Needless to say, this cigar was magnificent

with medium body, a musty spice, and gentle
undercurrents of the drowning poor.
Exxon Opus Series VI Maduro
Commissioned by Exxon-Mobil to help get
rid of some of its $75,000-a-minute profit, this
cigar was complemented m flavor and purpose
with its hundred dollar enkindling. The cigars
are cask-aged in virgin Curly Maple wood
and infused with an entire bottle of Henri N
Dudognon Heritage cognac. The box is blooddiamond-encrusted hand-carved seal bone.
The smoke was full - no, gluttonous. The
Opus VI had a thick, black flavor imbued with
subtly twisted hints of metal. It finished with
penetrating hazelwood and an decadently
overwelming oily char.
Swisher Sweets XL Blunts
Normally, the XL Blunt's flavor could . only
be described as retched, rancid, or rectal.
However, lit with a crisp, fresh-from-the-bank,
could-easily-feed-a-family-tonight 100 dollar
bill, the Swisher Sweets XL takes on tones of
resplendent irony and transcendent dispassion.
Cackling while you relight your plugged XL
Blunt with another $100 is an experience not to
be missed. •
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